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eBooks are on
the agenda
for libraries of
all kinds from
higher education
to public libraries.
Our special
focus this month
reflects this, with
contributions from the UK, USA and
India, exploring real life experiences
along with statistics and research
into this developing trend.
Warm regards,

Catherine Dhanjal, Managing Editor

From time to time, MmIT offers space to
suppliers who are developing and marketing
products of potential interest to information
services. Neither the journal nor the MMIT
Group endorse any of the services covered
in these pages. Articles published reflect
the opinions of the authors and are not
necessarily those of the editorial board
or MMIT Group. While every reasonable
effort is made to ensure that the contents
of the articles, editorial and advertising are
accurate, no responsibility can be accepted
by the editorial board or MMIT Group for
errors, misrepresentations or any resulting
effects. Acceptance of an advertisement does
not imply endorsement of the advertiser’s
product(s) by the editorial board or MMIT.

Why not contribute your
experiences or opinions
to a future issue of the
journal?
We have regular sections
plus a different special
focus each issue — see
details on the back cover
for more information or
contact the managing
editor.

MmIT is published quarterly
by the Multimedia
Information & Technology
Group of Cilip in electronic
format in February, May,
August and November. Copy
deadlines are six weeks prior
to publication.
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MMIT Conference 2013:
Cloudbusting
MMIT Group committee
member Lizzie Atkinson,
Library and
Information
Studies
student at
University
College
London,
provides
an insight into MMIT’s 2013
Conference, held in April
The Multimedia Information and
Technology (MMIT) conference,
‘Cloudbusting – Demystifying the
Cloud’, was held in Sheffield on 5th
April. The day included a keynote,
three sets of parallel workshops,
rapid fire sessions and a panel
Q&A with some of the speakers.
The advantages of working in the

cloud, issues around developing
and implementing cloud solutions
and a variety of applications of
cloud technology — ranging
from personal cloud tools to
creating eBooks to bibliographic
data sharing — were all covered
in an engaging and informative
conference.
The welcome from Chris Sexton
(University of Sheffield) gave an
insight into Sheffield University’s
move to becoming the ‘University
of Google’. In a world where
everyone expects everything to
be available across their devices
and to work, or at least be fixed,
24/7 Google offers advantages
over non-cloud solutions. She
emphasised that moving to
the cloud is about improving
services rather than cutting costs
— a sentiment that was echoed
throughout the day.
In the keynote Karen Blakeman
(RBA Information Services) spoke
about both the advantages and
disadvantages of searching in
the cloud. Synchronisation across
all your devices, integration of
external services and institutional
collections and no need for
institutional subscriptions are
all benefits of working in the
cloud. But, how secure is your
data? What do you do when you
can’t remember which app you
put something in? How many
times have you relied on using
a mobile device only to find
yourself running out of battery?
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keynote
speaker
Karen
Blakeman on
search in the
cloud
The boundary between public and
private information is becoming
blurred – your search could be
bringing up information only
available to people in your online
network. Should you treat this
as confidential? Then, there is
the assumption that everyone is
online, but that’s just not true. Is
the cloud widening the digital
divide?
Emily Goodhand (University of
Reading) offered some insights
into the legal issues surrounding
the use of cloud services in her
interactive workshop. Some key
considerations when considering
a cloud solution are: where is
your data being stored – the Data
Protection Act restricts where in
the world personal data can be
stored; which jurisdiction applies
(the contract will usually tell
you); does the service comply
with any standards to limit data
security risks; is the service adding
anything to your data over which
it could claim intellectual property;
and are your institutional licences
compatible with the cloud service
or, for example, is there a clause
stating you can’t store data
outside the UK. Also consider your

exit strategy – make sure your
contract doesn’t lock you in and
consider how you could get your
data out if you wanted to.
Andy Tattersall and Claire
Beecroft’s ‘CloudMe – Being an
Effective LIS Professional without
Touching Terra Firma’ workshop
was a whistlestop tour of cloudbased tools for a variety of
purposes. For current awareness,
particularly for colleagues or
clients who don’t want to sign up
to a service themselves, Scoop-it
and Netvibes are great tools.

MMIT 2014 Conference
theme announced:
Sound and Vision
If you find your Twitter feed
overwhelming at times try out
News.me — it picks out and
emails you five tweets a day from
your feed. For teaching and
learning SlideShare can be used
both to get exposure for your
own teaching material and as a
learning resource. Snapguide lets
you create teaching guides in a
‘deck of cards’ type format and
looks great for instructional online
tutorials but you currently need
an iOS device to create guides.
Andy pointed out that to get the
most out of cloud tools you need
to make them your default and
encourage your colleagues to use
them too.
The 5 minute rapid fire sessions

provided an interesting and
fast-paced start to the afternoon.
Bethan Ruddock introduced
the new jiscLAMP (Library
Analytics and Metrics Project)
— a collaboration between
JISC, Mimas and the University
of Huddersfield which aims to
develop a shared library analytics
and data visualisation service
for UK academic libraries. David
Parkes spoke about the New
Media Consortium’s Horizon
Report which forecasts technology
trends over the next five years and
is produced by 40 people working
collaboratively together in the
cloud. Ancoris, a cloud solutions
provider, outlined the service they
offer to help organisations transfer
to Google Apps.
Throughout the day there was
much discussion about whether
the advantages offered by cloud
solutions outweigh the risks and
concerns around them. Some
themes that emerged were data
security and the need to be aware
exactly what is done with your
data; the need to be aware of
the frequent changes that affect
cloud services; and the exciting
possibilities offered by the cloud
to bring data together and to
collaborate in new ways.
http://mmitblog.wordpress.com/
This article first appeared on
Information World Review
www.iwr.co.uk
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BFI news

Anthony Asquith’s Underground
(1928), a subterranean tale of
love, jealousy, treachery and
murder, evokes the daily life of
the average Londoner better
than any other film in Britain’s
silent canon. Restored by the BFI
National Archive and following
an acclaimed theatrical release
in January, the BFI now brings
the film to DVD and Blu-ray for
the first time on 17 June 2013
in a Dual Format Edition. It is
presented with a new orchestral
score composed by Neil Brand and
performed by the BBC Symphony
Orchestra; along with five short
complementary films and an
alternative score by musician/
sound recordist Chris Watson.
In the late 1920s Asquith, along
with Hitchcock, was one of the
most audacious young talents

in British film and Underground
was his own original screenplay.
With its scenes of the bustling
tube (passenger behaviour is
strikingly familiar) and the capital’s
parks, double-decker buses, pubs
and shabby bedsits, Asquith
masterfully balances the light and
dark sides of city life, aided by a
superb cast of Brian Aherne and
Elissa Landi as the nice young
lovers and Norah Baring and
Cyril McLaglen as their unhappy
counterparts.
At just 26, Asquith’s direction
is assured, efficient and spare
with some remarkably cinematic
flourishes, clearly inspired by
contemporary German and
Russian filmmaking. It climaxes
with a thrilling chase scene across
the rooftops of the Lots Road
Power Station.
For many years the restoration
of Underground presented
insurmountable difficulties,
but developments in digital
technology have enabled the BFI
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to make a significant improvement
to the surviving film elements.
Special features
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

All images: ©BFI NB. Permission granted solely for reproduction in direct publicity or promotion of the BFI release of Underground in a new dual format edition DVD.
Use in any other product or service is prohibited.

Subterranean love and murder on the London Underground

Feature presented in both
High Definition and Standard
Definition
Newly commissioned score
by Neil Brand presented in 5.1
and 2.0
Alternative score by Chris
Watson
The premier and his little son
(1909-12, 1 min): previously
unseen footage of Anthony
Asquith as a child
A trip on the Metropolitan
Railway (1910, 13 mins, DVD
only)
Scenes at Piccadilly Circus and
Hyde Park Corner (1930-32, 6
mins, DVD only)
Seven More Stations (1948, 12
mins, DVD only): a film about
the expansion of the Central
Line beyond Stratford
Under Night Streets (1958, 20
mins): a documentary about
the tube’s nightshift workers
Illustrated booklet featuring
film notes and new essays by
Christian Wolmar and Neil
Brand.

RRP: £19.99
Cat. no. BFIB1036/Cert PG
UK/1928 /B&W, silent with music
93 minutes
www.bfi.org.uk/filmstore
Video trailer: http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=4lz_pycgEUc
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reviews

OA: our changing publishing world

even where the argument becomes necessarily
technical, Suber is clear and straightforward

By Suber, Peter.
Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2012.
ISBN: 9780262517638
Price: £8.65;
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The book opens by situating academic
publishing in the broader academic-research
ecology, and Suber emphasises the special
circumstances of scholars-as-authors, and the
importance of impact rather than financial
gain for scholars and researchers. Suber is
keen to dispel some of the myths of OA: that
it attempts to bypass peer review, that is it
an attempt to ‘reform, violate or even abolish’
(p. 21) copyright, that it attempts to deprive
royalty-earning authors of their income, that
it denies costs, that it attempts to reduce
authors’ rights, reduce academic freedom,
and relax plagiarism rules. Moreover, the
OA movement does not want to undermine
conventional publishers, or to boycott certain
publishers. He stresses that the movement
‘focuses on bringing access to professional
researchers whose careers depend on access’
(p. 25). It is a compelling argument.
In the next chapter, Suber explores the
motivations for moving to OA by focusing on
some 15 shortcomings of the current system.
The style that Suber has adopted, which
uses lists and numbered points to frame
the argument, makes the book very easy to

follow and to digest, which is a bonus for the
reader coming across some of these concepts
for the first time.
Chapters 3 and 4 are where the
terminological fun really starts! The OA
movement has developed a colourful
and imaginative professional language to
describe the various approaches possible,
and OA sub-species. Following Harnad, the
term green is used to describe OA delivered
by depositories, gold is used for OA delivered
by publishers, and gratis and libre, borrowed
from the world of software, are used to
describe OA free of charge but not more
than that, and OA free of charge and of some
copyright and licensing agreements.

Photo: © Timothy Large | Dreamstime Stock Photos

reviews

Peter Suber’s Open Access is a clearly written,
highly readable, passionate and engaging
introduction to the topic. It is a book
intended not only for those with existing
knowledge, but for novices, for academic
researchers, librarians, administrators,
funders, publishers and policy makers. It is
an important and extremely useful book,
not least because Suber introduces and
explains the sometimes arcane and baffling
terminology of OA.

Suber introduces and explains the sometimes
arcane and baffling terminology of OA
This is where the argument necessarily
becomes rather technical, as Suber
illustrates the complexities of copyright
using Creative Commons licenses. But, even
here, at its most technical, Suber is clear and
straightforward in his explanations. There
is still much to be done to explain OA to
researchers and scholars who are actually
engaged in writing articles, and whose
first priorities might not be researching
the technicalities of copyright law. Suber’s
book, with its down-to-earth explanations
of relatively complex issues, will be of
considerable help in spreading the word.
Chapter 4 provides an overview of the
various policies or mandates required
by universities and research funding
bodies, while chapter 5 covers the types of
documents that can be covered by OA.
In Chapters 6 and 7, the questions of
copyright and the economics of OA are

treated in more detail, and Suber points out
that ‘author-pays’ is not the only possible
model. He, perhaps rather controversially,
refers to Mark Rowse’s elegant but probably
limited “flip”, whereby a publisher could
reinterpret “the payments it received from
university libraries as publication fees for a
group of authors rather than subscription
fees for a group of readers” ( p. 147). He does
not, however, direct the reader to critics of
the Rowsian ‘flip’ as a large scale model for
OA, for example, in a 2008 paper, Steven
Harnad asked:
•
‘(i) Why should institutions that can
access all journal articles for free (Green)
pay for Gold until/unless they have to (in
order to get their own research output
published)?
•
And (ii) on what basis are institutions
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about a future where OA will be much more
the norm, especially as we are now seeing a
generation of scholars come through who
have grown up with the internet and the
WWW, and who expect access to information.
The final chapter is helpful one for the
researcher author interested in publishing
through OA.

author pays’ is not the only possible model

Photo: © Stendec | Dreamstime Stock Photos

Discussions on OA mailing lists are very
lively, often heated and often written with
the expectation that all readers are as deeply
immersed in the specifics of the OA debate,
and indeed the terminology of OA, as the
authors.
Ironically, the discursive practices can often
seem off-putting and hostile to the novice in
the field. While Suber’s book cannot change
the discursive practices, at least it can offer
an excellent starting point for the novice
reader who might want to join the debate. If
some of the discursive practice surrounding
OA is itself a barrier; Suber’s book is a
refreshing antidote. Overall, this is a compact,
clear, knowledgeable book that presents a
compelling argument.
Reference: Harnad, S. (2008), SCOAP3 and
the pre-emptive “flip” model for Gold OA
conversion. Available at: http://openaccess.
eprints.org/index.php?/archives/421-guid.html
to negotiate in advance with each
individual journal (there are 25,000
in all!) how many of their researchers’
papers will be accepted and published,
per year, as if that too were some sort of
annual subscription quota! Publishing is
individual paper- and journal-based, not
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consortial bundled subscription-based.’
Chapter 7 answers the question ‘will strong
green OA policies …trigger cancellations of
toll access journals?’ (150), and even as Suber
answers the question in some detail (ten
points), the final, unequivocal view is that “[e]
ven if green OA does eventually threaten toll-

access journal subscription, green access OA
policies are still justified’ (p.161). We should
not, he argues, put the ‘thriving of incumbent
toll-access journals’ before ‘the thriving of
research itself’ (p.161). Passionately argued, it
is a compelling argument.
In the final two chapters, Suber speculates

Dr
Christine
PaulineUrquhart,
Rafferty,
Department
Departmentof
of
Information
InformationStudies,
Studies,
Aberystwyth
AberystwythUniversity
University
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Overview
The essentials for in-ear (canal-phone)
earphones are an accurate soundstage and
effective external noise exclusion, which
latter should also minimise the leakage of
noise from the headset to the outside world.
These requirements are no different for any
form of headphone, in fact, and they all must
strive to deliver the kind of sound emanating
from a true, high fidelity source. This means
that the soundstage must have depth from
front to back and clear separation, so that,
if you like, you can readily position each
instrument ‘on stage’.
There should be clarity of detail, without
sibilance, at the high end of the treble —
none of that tsk-tsk-tsk sound of drum
machine-generated high-hats and cymbals,
so often heard from the back of the number 9
bus. Bass notes must not be sloppy, but taut
and rounded, giving an audible balance to
the sharpness of the treble.
The hf3 earphones come in black, blue
or red, with four pairs of ear tips supplied,
allowing you to choose those which will give
you a tight, acoustic seal, thus limiting or
excluding sound leakage either inwards or
outwards and settling on a comfort level. A
3-button control takes care of volume up/
down, play/pause and track.
It also contains a microphone to allow
you to answer calls from your mobile, but
be aware that the remote and mic are
specifically compatible with certain iPod
products. The earphones contain removable/
replaceable wax filters and a tool for
removing these. Etymotic recommends
replacing ear tips and wax filters regularly —
perhaps every three months. Movement of
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the cable or control against clothing seems
to generate noise, possibly through the
microphone, which is transmitted to the ears.
A clip is provided to hold the cable firmly
in place and this does seem to negate the
effect.

Performance
It is fair to say that overall the hf3 earphones
deliver on the above precepts. Trebles are
accurate, clean and natural, without hiss
or whistle and when a really tight, acoustic
seal to the ear is achieved, bass is smooth
and solid without muddiness. Be warned
though that if you are a bass ‘freak’, you will
not find that kind of soundstage with these
earphones, but if spatial determination and
resolution are important to you, they will
deliver what is there.

Photo: © Zoran Mrdjenovic | Dreamstime Stock Photos

Etymotic Research hf3 noise-isolating headset

bass notes must not be sloppy but taut and
rounded, giving an audible balance to the
sharpness of the treble
One thing this review will not attempt is
to make any direct comparison between this
type of headset and the type usually used
for listening to music generated by high
fidelity turntables, CD players and so on,
because it is generally considered that MP3
files do not inherently yield a comparable
sound quality, so the comparison would be
meaningless. The reviewer finds no comfort
in wearing earphones in the ear, so feels
that his comparative assessment is fair as it
is objective: the ‘phones are as good as he
thinks, but not suited to his physical ear.

Conclusion
An Etymotic Research hf3 Noise-isolating
Headset may cost between £130 and £158

including VAT, depending on the chosen
colour and supplier. This suggests that the
option to have customised ear tips provided
for a further £70 may not be a priority for
many of you.
Available from:
www.etymotic.com and Apple stores
Ken Cheetham,
Student Support
Disabilities Unit,
Cardiff Metropolitan
University
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Overview
Pong Research claims that its cases can
improve signal strength by up to 48 percent
so protecting against ‘dropped’ calls. Their
efficient antenna performance can increase
talk-time battery life and they reduce
exposure to wireless radiation to as little as
95 percent below agreed safety limits. The
cases are available for Android, Blackberry,
iPad and iPhone models and come in a range
of striking colours and finishes, undoubtedly
very attractive.
The case supplied for a Samsung Galaxy
(see left) is a dark, purple-black, hard, halfshell that snaps onto and covers the back
and edges of the device, the front remaining
exposed. This may lead to damage to the
device’s display in the event of its dropping
face down onto a hard surface. Many
standard leather cases on the market have
a rigid interior covered all around in leather,
with a leather flap covering the display and
they do look and feel as though they would
provide better protection against knocks and
drops than a Pong, but testing to destruction
was not an option: such cases do not,
however, make any claim to protect the user
against radiation.

Performance
The claims to improve signal strength and
reduce exposure to wireless radiation echo
the principal points of appeal of the Pong
cases and in order for that appeal to succeed,
the validity of the claims needs to be proven.
The case has a built-in antenna, intended to
direct the phone’s signal and radiation away
from the user’s body and especially the head.
Wired Magazine reported on testing at
Cetecom Laboratories, California, which carry
out radiation emission testing on all kinds
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of devices including mobiles. An iPhone
was tested with and without a Pong case
in place and it was clearly recorded that in
a simulated call, radiation from the iPhone
entering the head was cut by about 65
percent when the device was mounted in a
Pong case. Claim substantiated.

the claims to improve signal strength and reduce
exposure to wireless radiation echo the principal
points of appeal of the Pong cases

Image: © Theodor38 | Dreamstime Stock Photos

Pong Research mobile phone cases

Tests related to signal strength were also
carried out at the laboratory, but showed no
notable variation in radiated power whether
the Pong was in use or not. Claim not
substantiated, although claims to this effect
are still made, but without any evidence
being presented. This user cannot report any
noticeable difference in reception or signal
strength — no scientific testing undertaken.

Conclusion
One of the most important questions as to
whether we should all be buying Pongs or
similar for our mobile devices is that related
to the radiation itself: “Is the radio frequency
energy emitted by cell phones actually
harmful?” Part of the answer is that no
consensus exists, much of the mobile device
industry remaining adamant that there is
no hazard, but offering no evidence. Some
researchers agree while others think there is
certainly a risk to health. A study by the World
Health Organisation in 2011 reported that
phones were ‘possibly carcinogenic’, but that
research also found no apparent connections
between cancer and mobile ‘phone radiation.
So, equally, it’s ‘possibly not carcinogenic’?
Generally, then, it seems safe to conclude
that at the moment there is no conclusive

evidence one way or the other.
None of this means that you should or
should not buy a Pong. Should you like
them, even just for aesthetic reasons, the
choice is yours. Should you go for the safety
option and such radiation is later proven
to be harmful, then aren’t you the lucky or
the clever one? Whichever: a Pong mobile
‘phone case will probably cost around £40,
but shop around for the best offers.
Available from:
www.pongresearch.co.uk
Ken Cheetham,
Student Support
Disabilities Unit,
Cardiff Metropolitan
University
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focus on eBooks & eJournals: eBooks in libraries

features

eBooks in libraries: a global question of survival?
Professor Tom Wilson, University
of Borås, Sweden shares
highlights from the IFLA-MLAS/
Cilip seminar on eBooks in
Libraries: A Global Question of
Survival?, held at Cilip in London
in February
In the Introduction, Gerald
Leitner focused on the core of the problem, noting that “It
is a significant, and in our view unacceptable, change that
the acquisition policy of libraries may be decided by the
publishers and that free access for the citizens is decided
by the publishers,” and called for joint action to resolve the
problem.

the value of the eBook market in the UK grew 366 percent between
2010 and 2011
A number of country-focused presentations then followed:
Nick Stopforth of Doncaster Public Libraries in the UK
presented the perspective of the Society of Chief Librarians,
but, unfortunately, there was no data in his presentation on
the current situation in the UK. Michael Dowling, director of
the ALA, on the other hand, presented much useful data on
the situation in North America, noting, among other things
that eBook availability in public libraries doubled between
2007 and 2011.

South American Situation
From Chile we learnt that broadband provision is much
lower in South America generally than the average in OECD
countries and that there has been very little growth in mobile
connections (in 2007 Latin America had 11 percent of global
mobile connections, while in 2011 it had only 10 percent).
Through agreement with publishers, Chile evolved a model of
eBook provision in higher education which has led to a sixfold
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increase in downloads of eBooks.

Update on Japan and South Africa
Yasuyo Inoue from Japan presented data on eBook use in
public libraries, noting that usage is very low for a variety
of reasons, including, significantly, cost. He appears to hold
out not very much hope that the situation will improve,
commenting that it depends upon the nature of eBook
content (much, at present, consists of manga comics),
availability of funds in public libraries, revision of the
copyright acts, and recognition of the ‘showcase’ role of
libraries.
Dr Maisela Maepa, of the University of South Africa,
presented on the eBook market in South Africa, focusing
mainly on academic libraries, since the take-up in other
sectors is very small. The lack of eBooks in local languages is a
barrier to further use and the mobile phone is likely to be the
main reading device because of its penetration.

EBLIDA and IFLA Updates
Klaus-Peter Böttger of EBLIDA reported on the situation in
Europe generally, but very little of what was said can be
gained from the slides, other than that the difference in
VAT between print books and eBooks is an issue for many
European countries (only Denmark, Spain, France, Hungary,
Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Portugal, Romania, and
Slovakia have the same VAT rates for both forms).

it is unacceptable that free access for citizens is decided by publishers
Fiona Bradley of IFLA presented for Margaret Allen on the
situation in Australia, New Zealand and Singapore, identifying
very similar problems to those existing in the USA (lack of
availability of popular titles, limits on loans, etc) and noting
ongoing discussions among the various interested parties.
For Sweden, Niclas Lindberg (secretary general of SBF)

gives an account of the present condition of libraries, in
relation to eBooks, which is already well known to members
of the eBooks research team, noting that talks between SBF
and the publishers’ association had broken down.
Michael Dowling gave a second presentation on the
campaign for eBooks in libraries, in which the American
Library Association is playing leading role.
Vincent Bonnet reported on the EBLIDA campaign in
Europe — although colourful, the slides do not contain much
information about the campaign.

UK Perspective
Phil Bradley (president of Cilip) reported on the organisation’s
lobbying efforts in relation to the committee undertaking the
review of e-lending for the Government. He notes that the
value of the eBook market in the UK in 2011 was £92 million,
that this was a 366 percent increase on 2010 and that the
growth came from readers mainly in the 45-54 age group.
As of July 2012, 71 percent of English public libraries were
lending eBooks, 81 percent of Welsh libraries and 57 percent
of Scottish libraries. Academic libraries offer access to more
than 21 million eBooks.
Finally, Stuart Hamilton of IFLA reported on that
organisation’s efforts in campaigning for the rights of libraries
and readers in the eBook market.
See Tom’s article on the Swedish eBook research project exploring
the impact of eBooks in Sweden appeared in Volume 39, Number
1 (Feb 2013).
This article first
appeared on the
research project’s blog:
http://projectebooks.
wordpress.com
Tom can be contacted
on tom.wilson@hb.se
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focus on eBooks & eJournals: eTextbooks in HE

features

Libraries now and in the future – the shift to digital

Universities have been buying and providing digital access
to academic content for years now. The shift to digital first
happened when journals went online in the 1990s.

digital versions allowed librarians to track usage in a rich and
reportable way for the first time
To begin with libraries would buy both print and online
versions of journals. They wanted the print to ensure
they “owned” the content, and distrusted the longevity
of digital. However the “e” versions allowed better
discoverability with the ability to search easily and link
from catalogues, making them popular with academic
staff and students. Digital versions also allowed librarians
to track usage in a rich and reportable way for the first
time. Knowing what content was used, and how much,
allowed smarter purchasing while meaning that precious
budget could be spent on areas of genuine interest.
Technology enables the digital shift - for ejournals
In the 2000s the demand for more digital content
designed for use in the academic area grew. The
purchasing model was very similar to that of journals
where a library would buy a single “copy” to be accessed
by multiple users. The market for such monographs and
Multimedia Information & Technology Volume 39 Number 2

high-level academic content had previously been limited
to libraries and a very small number of individuals.
This meant the shift happened easily, facilitated by
aggregators and wholesalers, many of whom already
supplied the libraries with their print books.
This move to digital for journal and academic content
occurred for many reasons. While space, search, usage
tracking, speed, and cost all played their part, the
proliferation of the technology was probably the most
important. Until people had the hardware and software
available to access the content there was no point in
producing it.
But eTextbooks took a little longer
That is one of the reasons why eTextbooks, digital
versions of print textbooks, have
been slower to shift. Five to 10
years ago students didn’t have
devices on which they could
read eTextbooks but a recent
survey we carried out with the
National Union of Students
(NUS) showed that now 99
percent of students have a
device on which they could read
and use online course materials.
Today, the purchasing model
is also very different. Publishers
would previously sell to
bookshops, who then would sell
to students, with students often
buying their books from their
campus bookshop. Bookstores
themselves would work closely
with teaching faculty to ensure
they had the correct copy of
the book (often based upon

what the lecturer was recommending). The expectation
made under this model was that every student would buy
a copy of a book. This is very different to the multi-user,
single title purchase model employed by libraries today.

now 99 percent of students have a device on which they can read
and use online course materials
Another element factoring into all of this is that
publishers also invest a lot of time and money in making
a textbook an education tool. The book structure, the
chapter structure, the written tone, the page layout, the
revision tips, the quizzes, they all assist the student in
learning from the book in an efficient way. Representing

Image: © CourseSmart

Fionnuala Duggan is Managing
Director, International, of CourseSmart
and has over 20 years of experience
with digital media including time as
Director of Digital at The Random
House Group Ltd, where she set up and
led the company’s digital initiatives,
such as the launch of digital businesses
for eBooks, audio, apps and web. She explains the shift
towards eTextbooks in universities
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all of these features digitally has challenges that the
industry is just beginning to address with new technology
standards. The standards have also been defined to
allow publishers to add interactivity and rich media
content (audio, video) to the digital book, aimed at
aiding engagement with the material and enhancing
learning outcomes. This pedagogy makes textbooks more
expensive to produce and a challenge to supply in a useful
format. A flat PDF just won’t cut it, and a single copy sold
to the library won’t fund it.
Until recently publishers did not have their textbooks
available digitally, just as students didn’t have the
necessary devices on which to read them. In the US the
move to provide course materials digitally started over five
years ago.

These tools are not easily available with a printed version.
Rising fees have seen students demand more and
more for their money. Students will shop around, and
universities have to make themselves attractive and stand
out. Providing textbooks and course materials as part
of the fees is the first step. Providing them digitally in a
format that the institution can track and integrate with
their own VLE is the second. Making eTextbooks more

features

than simply a digital version of the printed book, with rich
media and interactivity would seem the logical third.
www.coursesmart.co.uk
CourseSmart - NUS Survey, August 2012
www.nus.org.uk/en/news/news/81-per-cent-of-students-wanttextbooks-included-in-tuition-fees/
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Students and digital materials
Data shows that students learn as well, if not better, by
using digital materials. In our study with the NUS we found
that 77 percent of respondents already use an online
device for academic purposes, and 63 percent said that
they thought it helped them to learn better. The benefits
for students are great, anytime, anywhere access, cloudstored, no heavy books to carry around and integration
into the university Virtual Learning Environment (VLE).
Increasingly schools are using online and digital material,
and students are becoming more and more familiar with
using such tools to learn.
For institutions, providing books as part of the fees
is increasingly a reality. Doing so digitally has many
benefits: it’s more affordable; integration with VLEs
enable deep links and commentary from the lecturer;
additional content can be included; and rich data can
be produced and analysed allowing reliable correlations
between use of textbooks and success on courses to be
drawn for the first time.
Demanding students and more savvy purchasers
As with journals and monographs, institutions can be sure
that their money is being well spent. They can tell if the
book is being used, and if it makes a difference if it isn’t.
Multimedia Information & Technology Volume 39 Number 2
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Plymouth University students switch on to eBooks
Dr Phil Gee, Director of the BSc
Psychology Programme explains
how his department is leading
the way with this innovative
educational initiative helping
1,040 students save a collective
£520,000
Plymouth University’s psychology
department has seen the writing
on the wall, or rather the e-reading device. Not since the
invention of the Gutenberg printing press 600 years ago
has the publishing industry been rocked in the way the
e-reading phenomenon has shaken things up in the last
few years.
Although not yet commonplace in UK schools, colleges
and universities, elsewhere consumers are increasingly
moving towards choosing electronically downloadable
digital books, over the printed format. Available at the touch
of a button, their other attractions include the fact they are
lightweight and easily transportable, easy to search through
and can be ‘written’ on — a boon when studying.

Psychology students first to benefit
So Plymouth University decided to take action to offer
these benefits to its BSc Psychology Programme students.
Through a deal brokered with global digital publisher
Cengage Learning it purchased 12 psychology set texts in
a digital bundle that can be downloaded by its students for
free. This saves every student £500 on course materials, as
well as giving them faster access to their essential set texts.
That means it is saving 1,040 students a collective £520,000.
Background reading prior to attending lectures is a
must to get students off to a flying start. The new eBook
bundle means that all students, regardless of their financial
situation, have access anytime, anywhere, to essential
reading from a range of devices, including web-enabled
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laptops, iPads and iPods — increasingly important as
students bring their own smartphones and tablets with
them.
Plymouth is the first university to support its students
in this way. With over 32,000 students and 3,000+ staff,
it is the largest university in the South West of England
and is consistently ranked as one of the top five modern
universities in the UK. Its reputation for top-quality teaching
and innovation is backed by the application of leading-edge
IT throughout — but this is the first time it has ventured into
eBooks.

A level playing field — access for all
Provision of the very latest IT is an increasingly important
issue these days in helping universities recruit and retain
students. With tuition fees currently averaging £9,000 a
year, students are looking for the best possible value for
money and attend open days armed with lots of questions
about resources and expectations of access to all the latest
kit available.
An understanding that the cost of studying at university
figures high in the minds of all students and their parents
was a key factor driving the eBook deal. It will put all
students on a level playing field in terms of access to the
books they need to do well. There can never be enough
texts in the library to cater for those students with tight
budgets who cannot afford to purchase books themselves.
In the past the library spent money on large numbers of
core text books, but it could never satisfy the demand
from the whole cohort of hundreds of students. Now every
student has an individual copy which they have not had to
wait for and everyone can enrich their education at a time
that suits them.

Wider choice of complementary texts
The departmental purchase also means that the library has
been able to spend the money saved on buying set texts to

purchase a range of books for wider reading, so the students
can read around their subject, and for essential specialist
texts to benefit second and third year students. It’s a ‘win
win’ situation for both the students and the university.

all students, regardless of their financial situation, have access
anytime, anywhere, to essential reading on a range of devices
And there are real educational benefits in this approach.
The psychology department is keen to establish effective
academic habits and lifelong learning skills from day one.
Now staff can email students ahead of lectures identifying
specific chapters they can read in advance to help them
understand the topics that are taught. The ability to
annotate eBooks enables lecturers to highlight texts that
may be controversial or require further attention and to
inspire dialogue and debate pre and post lecture. Other
benefits are that students can get together in study groups
to share each other’s notes and can search for a topic across
all the books in their bundle.

Pre-purchase evaluation
Prior to the purchase of the eBook bundle, Plymouth
University’s Psychology Department used a range of texts
from a variety of different publishers to support first year
lectures and modules. Similar texts were carefully evaluated
by staff and given the green light before the digitisation
project could go ahead. Cengage Learning’s text books were
converted to run in Bookshelf digital book software from
Vital Source.
A total of 12 titles were purchased – one general
introductory text and 11 books related specifically to each of
the department’s core modules. Access to the eBooks, which
will be updated automatically every time a new edition is
published, will be provided to each student for a period of
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four years.
In many cases the department was able to carry on
using the texts that were already in use in print form. For
example, for the Module on Psychology Research Methods
and Statistics the department is using eBook versions of
Statistics for the Behavioural Sciences by Gravetter and
Wallnau and Research Methods for the Behavioural Sciences
by Gravetter and Forzano. Similarly, for lectures on Learning,
the department is continuing with Introduction to Learning
and Behaviour by Powell, Symbaluk and Honey.
For other areas the department switched titles. So
for lectures in Social Psychology it has adopted Social
Psychology and Human Nature by Bushman, and, for
Clinical Psychology, switched to Abnormal Psychology by
Barlow and Durand. But because Cengage Learning has a
significant range of titles written by eminent academics the
changes were relatively easy to make.

said a first year Psychology student.
The team at Plymouth University believes the eBook
bundle is a real game changer and is really excited about
the purchase. It will play a significant role in enriching the
educational experience and opportunities for all first year
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students, inspiring dialogue, helping to improve results, and
saving them money.
University of Plymouth www.plymouth.ac.uk
Cengage www.cengage.co.uk

Student and staff feedback
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Initially some of the library staff were concerned that they
would be inundated with requests from students needing
help in accessing the eBooks, but in fact there were none;
the whole move went very smoothly.
Student feedback has been equally positive. The
University has extensively surveyed the student body to
check how the technology is working for them. They all
like the fact that it saves them money and is so much more
accessible and portable than the hard copies. Another real
plus is that it levels the playing field - many students have
remarked on the fact that they simply would not have been
able to afford all the books they need without this initiative.
The eBooks offer a real sense of ownership and are theirs to
annotate and use however and whenever they wish.
Students using purpose-built reading devices such as an
iPad report the most success with e-reading as they are less
likely to be distracted by social media notifications or to
suffer with eyestrain.
“It’s nice to know that when I need to do extra reading
or when I fancy it I can do it at any time I want because it is
right here at my fingertips and there’s no chance that the
books are not available which could happen at the library,”
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Challenging perceptions: a physical library with only eBooks
Jeff McAdams, Science
and Engineering Librarian,
University of Texas at San
Antonio Libraries, explains why
the Applied Engineering and
Technology building’s satellite
library is bookless
Introduction
The University of Texas at San Antonio Libraries had the
opportunity of creating a satellite library in the new Applied
Engineering and Technology (AET) building in the spring of
2010. Designing this library with science and engineering
students in mind, the librarians thought about the future of
the space. The space is small, about 2,200 square feet, so we
didn’t have a lot of room for books. All of the printed books
remained in the campus’ main library, only a five minute walk
away. So, the librarians decided that the most important part
of this library would be the services to students.

The AET Library became known as the bookless library. To
many people that is a funny contradiction. However, it is a
little misleading. The library still provides access to books, just
not on shelves in that location.
The space is used mostly for study areas in which students
can collaborate and do class work. We facilitate student
collaboration with big tables for group study, writing surfaces
everywhere (including whiteboard paint and glass walls), and
video monitors to which they can plug in laptops and share
information.
The library provides 10 desktop computers for research
and a dedicated staff of assistants who are on hand to answer
reference questions. When the answers to their questions are
in subscribed journals and books, they access them through
our library’s website.

Multimedia Information & Technology Volume 39 Number 2
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Bookless

Challenges
A major challenge is to confront the perception of libraries
as simply store houses for books. Students struggle with
understanding that a myriad of library resources exist on
their own laptop sitting right next to them. That is where the
librarians and student assistants come in. Instead of showing
them to the stacks for needed information, they show them

the Applied Engineering & Technology satellite library still provides
access to books, just not on shelves in that location...
to a database with full text.
Reading eBooks can be a chore on a laptop or desktop
computer screen. In many cases, students only need a chapter
or small part of a scholarly book, which they can usually save
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or print. But sometimes students ask for an alternate way to
read books online. For the publishers who allow chapter-level
downloads in PDF, the simple task is to upload the PDF to
any of their e-reader devices, including tablets. For books on
the Electronic Book Library (EBL) platform, the students must
use Adobe Digital Editions or Bluefire Reader (app for iOS and
Android). This allows them to check out the book for a set
number of days. When the loan is due, the application will not
allow further reading until they renew.
The main challenge with the eBooks is the variety of
platforms and file type. Every e-reader and mobile device
interacts a little differently with every publisher. The lack of
standardisation confuses students who do not understand
that two titles from the library might have completely
different restrictions on how they can read them. Even
though the library offers them access, the process of
downloading and viewing eBooks can differ substantially
from book to book. This can dampen their desire to continue
unless they are a voracious researcher.

Soon after opening, the AET Library started to provide
pre-loaded e-readers with science and engineering content.
As a bookless library, the librarians wanted to offer a way for
students to see how easy reading electronic copies of books
can be. The library started by offering a few of the devices
popular at the time — two each of the second generation
Amazon Kindle, Sony E-Reader, and Barnes & Noble Nook.
A challenge here was loading all of the titles on the Sony
and Nooks. This had to be done manually through a wired
connection. Librarians purchased EBL titles, and dealt directly
with staff at EBL to extend the loans from the usual seven
days to 90 days. This ensured that staff didn’t have to keep
re-loading the devices. The Kindles were the easiest to load,
since it was all done wirelessly through the library’s account.

Marketing the service to the students
Promoting the e-readers and eBooks to our population
wasn’t easy. Most of the science and engineering students
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the main challenge with eBooks is the variety of platforms and file
types - every device interacts a little differently with the texts

use textbooks that are not usually for sale as eBooks. These
textbooks are not conducive to the six inch screen of the
e-reader devices, anyway. The titles selected were diverse,
covering popular science, reference, scholarly, and technical
literature. However, only a handful of students were
interested, and only mostly between semesters when they
had more leisure time.
For the future, librarians must remain realistic about the
students’ preferences for how they read academic material.
Buying e-readers can be costly, even though they are about
the same price as a normal science textbook. Yet, e-readers
and other mobile and tablet devices become obsolete very

textbooks for science & engineering students aren’t usually for sale
as eBooks and they’re not conducive to reading on small screens
quickly. Newer versions seem to come out every year. The
e-reading functionality doesn’t go away from the older
devices, but three years is a lifetime for the public perception
of these devices. The usability, the software, and the
design all change with each new version. This means that
librarians have to update their user guides as part of normal
maintenance.
Despite the lack of preference for reading on our e-readers,
librarians will continue to work towards offering a solution
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They put in some comfortable
seating and some individual
seats along with the larger study
tables. After a few months, they
observed that the comfortable
(lounge) seats were hardly ever
used. They replaced those with
more study tables and chairs and
more whiteboard space. Now all of
these seats are used. The students
showed that they wanted as
much collaborative study space as
possible.

for students to read content on an alternative to a desktop
or laptop screen. The technical barriers that exist today
will be solved by a vendor, programmer, or clever librarian
tomorrow. Library staff will continue to promote e-reader
use and survey students’ opinions. As more students begin to
own these devices themselves (especially tablets), librarians
may not need to offer so many, but use their presence and
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Learning curves

Despite a lack of e-reader use, the
library has seen steady growth
in use of the space. Early on the
daily gate count was around 200.
The facility has about 90 seats.
However, as the semesters rolled
by, more and more students found
it a popular place to study. Now
the daily gate count is around
400-500. This almost represents
full capacity of the space as most
of the day all of the seats are
filled. One of the reasons students
flock to this space is because it is
a dedicated study space in their
building complex. They have a
library of their own. This becomes
a positive associated sense of
ownership. A library has a lot of
traditional concepts associated with it: books, serious study
space, research help, meeting place. The AET Library meets
all of these concepts, even books that are always available
from any computer.

As librarians continually find out, student preference is hard
to predict. In designing a bookless library space, originally the
librarians wanted to have a variety of seating and study areas.

Jeff can be contacted on: jeff.mcadams@utsa.edu
http://libguides.utsa.edu/AETLibrary

services in the AET Library to instruct students on how to use
their own devices to their advantage with library resources.
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Virtual learning & e-services in Indian academic libraries
Dr Suresh Jange, University
Deputy Librarian at the Virtual
Learning Resource Centre &
Digital Library in Gulbarga
University’s central library
explains how the National
Knowledge Commission, India
(2005) aims to transform India
into a knowledge society.
To ensure this lifelong learning skill among the
users, the information centres should be well placed
to develop a firm place within educational and other
institutions and this can’t be achieved solely through
their role as information intermediaries, but by
becoming “Learning Centres” and perhaps “Centres
of Learning”. The knowledge society has brought
about developments in the way information is created,
consolidated and accessed, integrating Information and
Communication Technologies (ICTs).
The concept of knowledge societies is often used to denote
a development in — or second generation of — information
society. Whereas the information society aims to make
information available and provide the necessary technology,
the knowledge society aims to generate knowledge, create
culture of sharing and develop applications that operate
mainly via the internet (Hargreaves 2003). The goal of
knowledge society is to fill social needs, create wealth and
enhance the quality of life in a sustainable manner.

libraries... serving as a major vehicle to facilitate creation of
knowledge, facilitating optimal use of knowledge by all sectors, and
easy access to knowledge relevant to their needs
Library and information centres are specialists in designing,
developing knowledge content and providing access
using technology. In this context, the National Knowledge
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www.guglibrary.net

Council for Technical Education or Medical Council of India,
inevitably library and information centres in the country
must modernise their resources and services by means of
developing Virtual Learning Resource Centres to encompass
all the quality indicators enunciated by the accreditation
cell and to build an improved image of librarianship in the
competitive world to better serve users and contribute in
building information-rich society.

Virtual Learning Resource Centre

Commission (2005) insists all libraries must have these
facilities: “motivated, courteous and adequate staff, easy
access and user friendly retrieval system, effective
signage’s and computers with internet access
and photocopiers”, to serve as a major vehicle to
facilitate creation of knowledge, facilitate optimal
use of knowledge by all sectors, and easy access to
knowledge relevant to their needs.

the LRC is in a unique position to fuse the instruments
of technology and the accumulated knowledge of past,
present and future
Interactive, collaborative and independent learning
are increasingly replacing the passive lecture and
classroom experiences and students’ demands
from education have been to obtain skills directed
towards more immediate career goals. Thus there is
a need to transform traditional libraries on modern
lines and develop learning resource centres, as a
component of the library to strengthen the elearning,
information base, and access to support academic
and research activities. It should also be noted
that, to gain better accreditation from National
Assessment and Accreditation Council or All India
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The Learning Resource Centre (LRC), bringing together
educational media of all types, was first introduced in the
US and the UK at the end of the 1950s, wherein the student
becomes an active participant in the learning process,
acquiring knowledge and skills at his own pace from
audiovisual materials. However, setting up such a centre
requires considerable financial investment, support from
teaching staff, and close coordination with overall learning

objectives (Garcia and Roquet 1988).
The LRC is in a unique position to fuse the instruments of
technology and the accumulated knowledge of the
past, present and future. These VLRCs have started
emerging in Indian libraries with a remit to serve
users with timely information accessible online and
to act as a one stop point for information. Perhaps
the most essential feature is information and
learning resource services to respond to changing
requirements from ever-changing groups of students
(James 1997). The activities and services of Virtual
Learning Resource Centre is depicted in Figure 1.

Internet and e-communication
A strong ICT infrastructure with the current stateof-the-art technological gadgets comprising of
computer systems, high end servers including CD/
NAS server with a structured cabling and leased
internet connectivity is a must to accommodate
maximum numbers of users in the library. For
optimisation of e-resources and tools, provide links
to the library website and make it as a default on
the desktop of users. It should contain at least links
to: UGC Infonet/ INDEST E-Resources/consortia
resources, search engines, subject gateways, results
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Develop indigenous
resources and
databases

of academic interest,
free/ subscribed/
online journals,
universities/ research
institutes, scholarships/
fellowships, important
sites of academic
interest, statistical
resources, directories
etc. A comprehensive
directory of websites of
various disciplines have
to be compiled and
updated as and when
found either through
browsing the net or
learnt from discussion
forums describing Title,
URL, Description and
Subject . `Website of
the Day’ would be an
invaluable column to be
created on the Learning
Resource Centre
website.

Databases and
elearning materials
Learning Course materials, audio, video lectures, databases
and national consortium-based eJournals and full text
databases (UGC Infonet Consortia, INDEST, Helinet consortia)
could be made available at a one stop point using the
Learning Resource Centre, accessible under network.

Academic computing software and language
applications
The important software for each discipline such as SPSS,
MatLab, ChemWindow etc. and eBooks, CD/DVDs and
manuals for academic and research work useful for teaching
faculty, research scholars and students have to be made
available in the centre to serve as a one stop point for the
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entire gamut of knowledge.

Language learning resources and application software
for the physically challenged
Self learning multimedia language kits to learn/ improve
languages using application software have to be developed
especially in consultation with the national institutions
of languages like CIEFL (Central Institute of English and
Foreign Languages) at Hyderabad in India or the Language
Learning Resource Centre, Victoria University, Wellington,
New Zealand. This will be a great boon to the scholars of
humanities discipline to inculcate and imbibe ICT culture and
improve their efficiency for academics.

As a knowledge
manager and mediator
of information delivery,
efforts have to be made
by the library scientists
to develop indigenous
e-resources like PG
Syllabus and question
papers of Masters
Degree, M.Phil/Pre-PhD,
NET/JRF Syllabus of each
subject, Application
forms of Research
projects/Fellowships/
Miscellaneous like
UGC Major and Minor
Project, Department of
Science & Technology,
ICSSR Funding, INSA
(Indian National Science
Academy) etc. All these
materials can be given
link by creating dynamic
library websites or
OPAC. Also, research
productivity of teaching faculty and Research Scholars in the
form of books, journal articles/ conference papers, research
projects have to be developed using OSS like GNU Eprints/
DSpace.

Videoconferencing and EDUSAT facility
Videoconferencing and EDUSAT facilities have to be a part
of the Learning Resource Centre of the library to provide a
platform for interactive lectures, demonstrations, educational
films and other e-resources for the academics. Specialised
online lectures can be organised from the experts. EDUSAT
— Educational Satellite — launched by the Indian Space
Research Organisation would enable audio video interaction
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Hardware

University of Mysore

Bangalore University

Gulbarga University

Mangalore University

Kvempu University

Personal Computer

15

70

130

14

52

Laptops

-

1

5

-

2

Scanner

1

1

3

1

2

Printers

5

7

10

5

13

Barcode gun

1

3

2

2

2

Any other

-

-

-

-

-

Software

University of Mysore

Bangalore University

Gulbarga University

Mangalore University

Kvempu University

Library software

Koha

New GenLib

Libsys

Libsys

SOUL

Operating system

Windows Advance
Server Linux

Windows Advance
Server

Windows Advance
Server Linux

Linux

Windows Advance
Server Linux

Internet bandwidth

I Gbps

I Gbps

I Gbps

I Mbps

I Mbps

60

140

14

52

Number of internet nodes 80
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of libraries. Information technology signifies the coming
together of the disciplines of electronics, computer hardware
and software, communications, artificial intelligence and the
human/machine interface.

See Table 1 above.
Conclusion
Library and information centres have been witnessing
a sea change due to development of information and
communication technologies, which has not only changed
the way information is generated, organised, stored
and distributed but more importantly have become
indispensable tools for teaching, learning and research.
Therefore in developing strategies for building 21st
century libraries, librarians must focus on the ability
of librarians and libraries to not just adapt to change,
but to prepare for it, facilitate it and shape it especially
developing a Virtual Learning Resource Centre to
encompass an Information One Stop Point for academics.
Sincere efforts are on, but a long way to achieve excellence
to build a strong knowledge society for national
development in the context of IT enabled knowledge
management.
Suresh can be contacted on sureshjange@gmail.com

between students and teachers in virtual classroom and
these sorts of facilities will contribute to quality learning and
teaching activities.

Ask a Librarian: virtual reference service
In India, the Question Point service from OCLC has been
rendered as `Ask a Librarian’ in which three universities
in India have been part of Question Point project: Delhi
University, Delhi; Tata Institute of Social Sciences, Mumbai;
and Gulbarga University, Gulbarga.
The snapshots of the service being provisioned for email
and Chat service @ Tata Institute of Social Sciences (http://
library.tiss.edu/asklibrarian.html), Gulbarga University (www.
guglibrary.net) and University of Delhi (www.crl.du.ac.in).
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User training, workshops and literacy programmes
The success of any Learning Resource Centre built with stateof-the art technologies and e-resources depends upon the
optimum use of the facility and this necessitates organising
users’ training, workshops and literacy programmes at regular
intervals to promote use and acquaintance of e-resources,
learning materials, UGC Infonet e-resources, CD/DVD
Databases, research communication, presentation skills,
information exchange and online access to Internet and web
resources and proper maintenance of network and computer
systems is inevitable for successful functioning of VLRC.

ICT facilities in India: current scenario
Efficient resource sharing can be achieved by using the recent
advances in information technology to realise a network
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eBooks: the public libraries consortium experience, LibrariesWest

Along with many other UK library authorities we had been
considering introducing an eBooks service for some time in
LibrariesWest. We were waiting for ‘the right time’ but quickly
came to the conclusion that we would be waiting forever, so
decided to bite the bullet and provide a service in late 2010.
We decided to launch the service as a 12 month pilot to allow
us some breathing space in terms of any long term changes
we might wish to make and to allow us to closely monitor
how it was being received.

we decided from the outset not to charge at the point of use as we
felt it would be a deterrent... evidence now suggests we were correct
The service was launched in January 2011 with around 700
titles, predominantly adult fiction. As far as we are aware our
service is unique in England in that it is a single shared service
between the five members of the LibrariesWest consortium
(Bath & North East Somerset, Bristol, North Somerset,
Somerset and South Gloucestershire). Sharing the set up
and ongoing hosting costs between the five authorities has
enabled us to spend more on the books, making it a more
affordable service for each authority and maximising the
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number of titles available to our users. It has resulted in a
better offer for customers than any single authority could
have provided on its own.
A small Task & Finish Group was established in 2010 to
research the options available to us and recommend a course
of action to the LibrariesWest Board, which comprises the
Heads of Service from each of the partner authorities.

A Rapidly Developing Market
The initial recommendation from the Task & Finish Group was
that the market wasn’t yet mature enough for us to be able to
commit to a single provider for eBooks. However, within the
year we opted to go with Askews & Holts’ emerging offer, as
it was the most affordable option for us. By this point around
half of all UK authorities were providing an eBook service and
public expectation was growing to such an extent that we
were fearful of missing the boat.

emailing library users about the service resulted in an immediate
increase in use of over 100 percent, and usage levels have been
sustained ever since...
We opted for Askews and Holts primarily because their
offer represented excellent value for money, especially as
we were able to share costs between the partner authorities,
and didn’t require a minimum spend or contract period. We
also decided from the outset not to charge at the point of use
as we felt it would be a deterrent. Evidence from authorities
that have introduced charging suggests we were correct to
take this decision as their usage levels are extremely low by
comparison.
Marketing of the service pre launch and immediately after
going live was fairly low key. We produced a flyer which was
sent to all libraries in the consortium prior to going live to trail
the new service and briefed staff. The offer was promoted on
the homepage of our shared website (www.librarieswest.org.
uk) and an email was sent to anyone who had contacted us

Image: © Andreykr | Dreamstime.com

Jon Scown, LibrariesWest
Development Officer, explains
how the consortium of five
public library authorities made
the move into offering eBooks,
the challenges faced, lessons
learnt along the way and
possibilities for the future
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has been the need to work with a very different lending
and usage model with eBooks. It is no longer as simple as
borrowing a book and taking it home to read it, or even as
straightforward as borrowing a DVD as once the eBook is
‘borrowed’ from us there are an almost bewildering array
of options for reading it, most of which depend on a certain
amount of technical proficiency.
Library staff are increasingly being expected to provide
support in this area. The way we have approached it in
LibrariesWest has been to provide remote support by email
from within the library systems team, backed up by technical
support from the service provider. However, it is becoming
increasingly evident that users are expecting a certain
amount of technical expertise to be available in libraries.
Realistically we don’t have the capacity to support this to
any great extent but we have been focussing on rolling out
a programme of awareness training for all front line staff to
help build their confidence in promoting the service.

The Future?
enquiring about the availability of eBooks over the previous
12 months, as well as a press release which resulted in some
local newspaper and radio coverage. Initial take-up was
very encouraging, to the extent that the number of titles
available to borrow fell below 20 percent at one point, which
presented us with a challenging situation as many users were
unable to find something suitable to borrow. We were able
to help by adding more titles to the collection as a result of
demand.

the ‘big six’ publishers in the UK have not yet made their titles
available to public libraries in the UK
The key bit of publicity for us was in July 2012. The service
had been live at this point for six months and we decided
to send an email to all library members who had provided
us with an email address and not explicitly opted out of
receiving marketing information. This simple, cheap and
effective piece of publicity resulted in an immediate increase
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in use of over 100 percent, and usage levels have been
sustained ever since.

Some of the Challenges
Although generally a very positive experience, providing
eBooks has not been without its challenges. The biggest issue
for us has been the limited range of titles available to select
from. The ‘Big Six’ UK publishers have not as yet made their
titles available to public libraries in the UK.
Another key issue initially was the fact our service isn’t
compatible with the Amazon Kindle. We have found
however that other brands of eReader are becoming more
popular, and increasingly we are finding that customers
are making use of multi functional devices (such as tablets
and smartphones) to access eBooks so our initial concerns
that lack of compatibility with the Kindle might seriously
hinder our ability to deliver a service have to an extent been
unfounded.
A significant challenge for us as a service and for our users

We are confident that eBooks have a future as part of the
public library offer. The extent to which it will grow however
is going to be dependent on libraries and publishers working
together to develop acceptable models that result in a much
greater range of titles being available for us to purchase.
The recommendations of the recent Sieghart Review are
encouraging in this respect, and if they come to fruition will
help us to improve our offer.
Within LibrariesWest we intend to continue to invest in and
promote eBooks and fully anticipate the levels of growth we
have experienced over the last year 18 months to continue as
more people become aware of the service. At present, eBook
loans still only represent around 1 percent of our total loans
but it is a growth area against a backdrop of falling physical
loans.
SureIf you would like further detail on the LibrariesWest
experience, Jon is happy to be contacted at
jmscown@somerset.gov.uk
www.librarieswest.org.uk
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Enhancing MOOCs: better learner experience and engagement
Bob Little introduces massive
open online courses (MOOCs)
and explains why they’re taking
off and what to do in order to
maintain student engagement.
Bob has specialised in writing
about corporate learning and
technology-related subjects,
and in particular elearning, for
over 20 years
Introduction

One of the champions of this view is Poonam Jaypuriya,
senior general manager, Program Management (Innovation
and Products), at Harbinger Knowledge Products, based in
Pune, India. She explained: “Many MOOCs include video –
often as an introduction to the course or a section within the
course. This video might set out the learning objectives of
the course or outline the course contents.
“The learner watches the video — but there’s no element of
interactivity. The video purely gives information to
the learner.”

Reducing drop out rates
“No wonder that MOOCs’ learner drop-out rates are extremely
high,” Jaypuriya commented. “Typically, we’re seeing only
seven or eight percent of learners completing courses.”
A number of institutions — including Stanford University —
now boast MOOCs that attract over 100,000 people, although,
typically, Stanford has stated that some 85 percent of these
people fail to ‘complete’ the course. One mathematics course,
taught as a MOOC in 2012, attracted some 65,000 students.
By the end of the third week, there were some 20,000
students left and, at the end of the course, there were some

Over the last five years or so, the massive open online course
(MOOC) has grown in both usage and popularity. Many
organisations — usually institutions in the higher education
sector — now offer MOOCs. Their two key features are that
they’re designed to have a very large number of students and
they have open access.

a number of institutions — including Stanford University — now
boast MOOCs that attract over 100,000 people
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The term ‘MOOC’ is said to have been coined by David
Cormier of the University of Prince Edward Island. It was first
applied in 2008 to describe a course offered by the University
of Manitoba and refers to a way of learning in — and, some
might argue, perfectly suited to — a socially networked
world. MOOCs are a further manifestation of the vast amount
of information that’s freely accessible today. Yet merely
being able to access this information is no guarantee of that
information being easily assimilated or ‘learned’.
There are those connected with the development of these
online courses who are expressing concerns that, in their
early versions, MOOCs are repeating the same instructional
design mistakes that were being made in the early days of
elearning, some 20 years ago.
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Raptivity’s Videos TurboPack: 10 Interaction Models for Videos
Video with Scene Selection Menu This gives the learner the ability to get to a specific point in the video - without having to go through the presentation to reach there. This interaction model is useful when a learner
needs to refer to a presentation more than once.
Developers can include ticker captions on the bottom of the screen that will appear as the video is running. They can underscore important concepts by flashing in captions sequentially
Video with Ticker Captioning
to reinforce what is already being presented in the video.
Video Synchronised with Slides This video presentation template allows developers to run a video and insert content pages related to the video — adding perspective and context for the learner.
Active Video - Questions

This generates learner interaction during the video. Developers can insert multiple-choice questions during the video and provide feedback based on the choices the learner makes. This
actively involves the learner with the video’s contents.

Video Thumbnails

Developers can create thumbnails of up to six videos for learners to choose from — allowing learners to draw from multiple perspectives.

Active Video - Content

Developers can insert content pages related to the video — adding a further dimension to the learning experience.

Active Video - Instructor Audio

Developers can insert narration/ voice-over that’s related to the video.

Video with Closed Captioning

Developers can insert on-screen captions directly onto the video — to draw the learner’s attention to a specific area or detail and, so, increase learners’ cognition of the video’s concepts
being presented in the video.

Video Synchronised with Text

Developers can synchronise text on-screen during a video presentation.

My Video Player

Learners can view the video with their own video player.

10,000 students. Some 1,200 of these took the optional final
examination in order to earn a certificate.

passive content delivery — merely ‘putting lecture notes and other
text online’ — is neither an effective nor engaging way of learning
“One of the main reasons for this low completion rate could
well be that the initial course material is boring because
there’s no opportunity for the learners to interact with it.
This reliance on passive content delivery is no different to
the very early elearning materials — often now referred to as
‘elearning 1.0’,” said Poonam.

Making content more interactive
Indeed, speaking at the Online and Open-access Learning
in Higher Education: Moocs, New Pedagogies and Business
Models event, in London, in February this year, Diana
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Laurillard, Professor of Learning with Digital Technologies
at the London Knowledge Lab — a collaboration between
Birkbeck and the Institute of Education, both University of
London — pointed out that much of the pedagogy behind
MOOCs is presentational. She told the delegates at the event:
“We’ve been telling ourselves for years we need to get away
from that pedagogy and now here it is slamming back at
us again.”

“Linear video is not the most inspiring or motivating way
of delivering learning,” she said, “especially when you’re
providing learning materials to thousands of learners.
“Effective learning materials involve the learners. This can
be done in various ways — including, increasingly, via social
media — but it’s also possible these days to engage the
learner via video.”

Raptivity’s interaction models help course developers push the
envelope of learning inactivity

“For example, the Videos TurboPack with the interactivity
builder software, Raptivity, contains ten interaction models
that let course developers push the envelope of learning
interactivity,” she said. [See table above]. “They can build
video interactions and convert passive video clips into active
learning experiences — using the power of videos while also
keeping the learner alert and active.
“Raptivity provides over 180 template-based interactions

Poonam believes that those developing elearning materials
at the end of the last century learned the hard way that
passive content delivery — merely ‘putting lecture notes and
other text online’ — is neither an effective nor an engaging
way of learning.

Interactivity lessons for video
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across categories such as games, simulations, brainteasers,
interactive diagrams and virtual worlds. However, merely
using the Videos TurboPack will allow MOOC course
developers to add questions, summaries and challenges for
each learner — to improve the chance of learner engagement
with the materials at the earliest opportunity.”

those lacking access to college courses.
All the work that results from the course exists in pockets
sited around the web, rather than in one place — even in the
cloud. Moreover, there’s no ‘right’ way, or structured path, in
order to follow the course — so new ideas can develop and
different points of view can co-exist. This encourages learners

features

to be independent — not only of thought but also of study
— as they build their own networks. Learners choose what
they’ll do; how they participate — and only they can decide if,
ultimately, they’ve been successful.
Of the ‘big three’ US-developed MOOC platforms, Udacity
and Coursera are run for profit, while the third, edX, is run as a

Making materials memorable
Image: © Raptivity. Video with Scene Selection Menu. www.raptivity.com/elearning-interactivity-samples/video-with-sceneselection-menu?tmpl=component

These days, information is everywhere and — mostly — freely
accessible. While there are many advantages and benefits to
living in today’s digital world, one of the greatest drawbacks
is the potential for information overload. This puts even more
pressure on the developers of learning materials to make the
materials they develop as engaging, motivating, memorable
and, thus, effective as possible.

MOOCs: helping you connect, collaborate and engage in the learning
process... explore and learn in a structured way
Once upon a time, when you wanted to know about
something, you could ask someone; you could read a book;
you could work it out for yourself, or you could find a school
or college which ran a relevant course. That strategy had
some drawbacks. It depended on who you knew and what
they knew. It also depended on how easy it was for you to get
to the school/college that ran the course you wanted.
MOOCs are open, distributed, participatory and contribute
to lifelong networked learning which can help overcome
some of the traditional drawbacks to learning. They are ways
to connect, collaborate and engage in the learning process,
bringing together people who are interested in a particular
topic to discuss, explore and learn in a structured way. All
work done is accessible to and shared by others. So, while
students keep their work, everyone else can benefit from it
too. In addition, one of the key benefits of a MOOC is that its
participants also have the networking contacts they’ve built
up by engaging in study with each other.
MOOCs can help students explore interests, prepare
for entrance exams and gain exposure to college level
coursework. They can also play a part in faculty development,
educating the public and providing learning opportunities for
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Instructional design is essential
Because of the large numbers of learners in each
MOOC, and the likelihood of a high student
to teacher ratio, MOOCs require instructional
design that facilitates large-scale feedback and
interaction.
There are two basic approaches:
1. Crowdsourced interaction and feedback
using the MOOC network for peer-review
and group collaboration
2. Automated feedback through objective,
online assessments, such as quizzes
MOOCs, such as those offered by Coursera
or Udacity, rely more on the latter while those
based on connectivist pedagogy rely on the
former approach.
Connectivist principles include
•
Aggregation. A connectivist MOOC provides
a starting point for a massive amount
of content to be produced in different
places online, which is later aggregated
as a newsletter or a webpage accessible
to participants on a regular basis. This is in
contrast to traditional courses, where the
content is prepared ahead of time.
•
Remixing — that is, associating materials
created within the course with each other
and with materials elsewhere.
•
Re-purposing aggregated and remixed
materials to suit each participant’s goals.
•
Feeding forward — sharing re-purposed
ideas and content with other participants
and the rest of the world.

Motivated learners required

that learners who are new to MOOCs can
be disturbed by the high level of autonomy
required of them as they pursue their studies.
Other MOOC participants have commented
that structure, direction and purpose in
terms of learning can get lost in the apparent
randomness of discussions. This ‘educational
messiness’, although it’s exciting while the
learner is experiencing it, can be a challenge to
follow a line of discussion or create meaning
from that discussion.

Help for struggling stragglers
Echoing some of these sentiments, Josie Taylor,
Professor of Learning Technology and Director
of the Institute of Educational Technology at
The Open University — speaking at the Online
and Open-access Learning in Higher Education:
Moocs, New Pedagogies and Business Models
event, in London, in February — said that
feedback from some MOOCs suggested
that participants are left behind if they don’t
understand the course content. She urged
MOOC providers to do more to help struggling
students.
In particular, in their current form, MOOCs can
be challenging for the learner because:
•
The process can appear chaotic as each
learner creates her/his own content
•
Taking part in a MOOC demands a degree
of digital literacy
•
It demands a serious commitment in terms
of time and effort
•
The learning process is organic and so will
take its own path, in terms of trajectory and
velocity
•
It requires strict self-regulation — especially
in terms of defining learning goals and,
thus, ultimate success.

Although MOOCs are very much in their early
days, some evidence is beginning to emerge
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not-for-profit organisation by the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and Harvard University.
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Radical revamp of textbooks
“All of this suggests that MOOCs demonstrate a high degree
of interactivity as learners explore the avenues of learning
they want, making the connections they need — even if
those connections lack the structure of a more traditional
learning format,” said Poonam.
“Indeed, the evolution of MOOCs has seen some innovation
in instructional materials. An emerging trend within MOOCs is
the use of non-traditional textbooks such as graphic novels to
improve students’ knowledge retention.
“Yet, because of a MOOC’s voluntary, opt-in nature,
there’s no penalty for learners dropping out of the course or
lagging behind in their studies. So MOOC developers seem
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we need to move to Moocs 2.0 or interactive MOOCs as soon as
possible says Poonam
to be missing valuable opportunities to include elements
of interactivity in the courses — often early in the learners’
studies — which could enhance the learning experience,
increase learner engagement and, perhaps, help to
dramatically reduce drop-out rates.
“We need to move to ‘MOOCs 2.0’ or interactive MOOCs
(iMOOCs) as soon as possible,” she added.
MOOCs are usually ‘discovered’ via online networks. For
example, there’s a website offering ‘300 free MOOCs from
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the Great Universities’ (of course, this depends on your
definition of a ‘great university’). Those wanting free access to
higher education courses from the UK can take advantage of
Futurelearn, a company launched last December by the Open
University and comprising a consortium of UK universities.
Bob can be contacted on bob.little@boblittlepr.com
Bob’s eBook, ‘Perspectives on Learning Technologies’ (eBook;
ASIN: B00A9K1VVS) is available from The Endless Bookcase and
from Amazon.
It contains over 200 pages of observations on issues in
learning technologies, principally for learning & development
professionals.
See the introductory video here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=l9ritbDEvGY
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Titanic Belfast: ambitious IT for an ambitious attraction

Introduction
Titanic Belfast® is a world class purpose-built visitor attraction,
conference and banqueting venue. Visitors can learn about
the construction of RMS Titanic and the wide and rich story of
Northern Ireland’s industrial and maritime heritage. Its nine
interpretative and interactive galleries explore the sights,
sounds, smells and stories of Titanic, as well as the city and
people which made her.
The attraction not only enhances local tourism, but acts as a
beacon to attract international visitors and business travellers
to the province of Northern Ireland. Titanic Belfast therefore
requires leading edge ICT systems to support customer
service and back office administration operations, as well as
to provide the ICT facilities required by discerning modern
travellers.
Funded by a mixture of both private sector and public
money, the ICT solution needed to reflect this and deliver
optimum value for money, whilst also offering the flexibility
and scalability required for longevity. This was particularly
challenging given that Titanic Belfast is the first development
of its type in Northern Ireland, which meant that predicting
with accuracy the level of visitor activity and back office
support was a complex challenge.
The most pressing concern was the need to focus on the
project management in order to deliver a quality ICT solution
within budget and, more importantly, on time! All aspects
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of this exciting and ambitious construction project were
being built in parallel and to tight timescales to meet the
non-negotiable launch date of 31st March 2012; exactly 100
years after RMS Titanic left Belfast docks on way to its maiden
voyage.
Titanic Belfast is an ambitious project of clear cultural
and economic significance to Northern Ireland. There are a
number of diverse stakeholders and Telindus worked closely
with all involved to ensure that the solution proposed would
address the wishes and concerns of those working on the
project.

and changes in operating model.

Coping with High Levels of Internet Traffic
Since the opening of Titanic Belfast visitor numbers have
far exceeded expectations – with an impressive 350,000 in

An ICT platform designed for growth
In short, Titanic Belfast required a scalable and flexible
ICT system to support customer service, back office
administration and operations as well as providing hi-tech
facilities to its visitors.

Titanic Belfast is an ambitious project of clear cultural and economic
significance to Northern Ireland
To meet these demands, Telindus designed and delivered
a secure, resilient, converged communications infrastructure
to facilitate data, voice and video IP traffic; supporting all
the organisation’s business systems and applications, as well
as providing communications services for its visitors. The
complete solution encompassed design, deployment and
support of a multi-layer LAN, incorporating VLAN design and
configuration, wireless access points delivering building-wide
coverage, an IP telephony system, IPTV and digital signage for
visitor announcements; all with firewall-enabled security.
To ensure both cost effectiveness and longevity, Telindus
designed a modular solution. The network architecture was
highly flexible; able to support future requirements as and
when they developed, without the need for upgrades. In this
way, it provided Titanic Belfast with a platform for growth,
and the agility to respond swiftly to all market opportunities

Image: shows Titanic Belfast

Graeme Casey, Director,
Marketing & Propositions at
Telindus, explains how a 21st
century IP network and unified
communications solution
was implemented within the
necessarily tight timescales
for the opening of the Titanic
Belfast, a world-class tourist
attraction and conference venue
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handsets around the building to improve productivity and
customer service. Customer service was further enhanced by
the inclusion of call logging and reporting facilities. These
solutions offered high levels of scalability, which have already
proved invaluable to Titanic Belfast® as they now plan to
expand their customer service operations.
To support communication by employees working
throughout the building, and also to provide Wi-Fi services
to guests within the centre’s premium quality conferencing
facilities, Telindus deployed wireless access points and
a wireless access controller from Juniper Networks. This
provided staff with access to the Internet and company
services from almost anywhere in the building, as well as
supporting the security necessary to offer guests secure
high-performance Internet access without compromising the
integrity of business systems and data.

Audio visual and digital signage

the first four months of operation and a continued growth
in attendance. This has resulted in far greater levels of traffic
over the ICT infrastructure, including the need to expand the
customer services operation, but due to its superior, scalable
design, it has coped with the increased traffic without any
degradation of service.
Using its deep understanding of the comparative strengths
of all the key network infrastructure technologies in the
market, Telindus balanced these against the needs and
challenges of Titanic Belfast® and proposed a Cisco LAN
solution which provided the resilience, scalability, service
capability and cost effectiveness required by the visitor
attraction.
The Cisco voice and unified communications solution
gave Titanic Belfast employees the ability to make both
voice and video calls from their desk phone. In addition,
many staff enjoyed the freedom of using Cisco Wi-Fi mobile
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To complement the state-of-the-art audio visual experience
offered within the main visitor attraction, Titanic Belfast®
installed a network of welcoming and informative video
screens throughout the building to help guests get the most
from their visit. Based on Telindus’ effective deployments
currently in operation in the Northern Ireland Assembly and
the Northern Ireland Civil Service, Titanic Belfast chose IPTV
and digital signage for use in key customer areas, based on
the solution offered by Tripleplay Services.
With the ICT deployment focused on on-time delivery
to meet the non-negotiable deadline of the centenary
anniversary of the original Titanic’s launch, Telindus’
highly experienced and skilled Project Management team,
supported by their PRINCE2-based Project Management
Office, rose to the challenge. Working closely with all the
contractors involved in the construction of this innovative
and ambitious building, Telindus ensured a faultless launch
for the facility. Noel Molloy, programme manager, Harcourt
Construction, the main contractor responsible for the design
and delivery of Titanic Belfast, explained the time pressures
involved in meeting the complex project’s deadline: “On-time
delivery was not an option for this project — you cannot
re-write history to fit in with a delay in service completion!
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Telindus embraced this challenge and exceeded all
expectations to help achieve a successful launch of Titanic
Belfast.”

ICT underpins business operations and visitor
experiences
The Telindus ICT solution was highly resilient, not only as a
consequence of the architectural design, which deployed
‘best of breed’ technology to address the specific challenges
that the visitors’ centre placed on the network infrastructure,
but also due to the high quality of the support services
provided by the company. As Andrew McKinley, IT manager,
Titanic Belfast explained, “As a truly 21st century leisure
complex, Titanic Belfast is acutely reliant on its ICT systems
for both business operations and to enable its visitor
experiences. Titanic Belfast® needed an ICT solution that
provided it with absolute service assurance, whilst supporting
its growth and development plans.”
Service performance and availability was assured by
Telindus’ 24/7/365 Service Management Centre, supported by
Belfast-based engineering resource with locally held spares
and an engineer available on-site within four hours.
“For this truly ground-breaking project for Northern
Ireland, Titanic Belfast needed partners that fully embraced
and supported the project’s ambitions. It required
absolute dedication and focus from all of the project’s
partners to deliver a world class attraction for the province,
demonstrating value against public investment and help
gain maximum benefit from one of Belfast’s most iconic, if
tragic, engineering achievements — RMS Titanic. Telindus
demonstrated a clear understanding of the complex business;
logistical and technical challenges, and provided an elegant
solution that delivered against all three as well as having the
expertise, tenacity and commitment required to deliver this
audacious project. Titanic Belfast is already looking forward
to developing its existing capabilities with the support of
Telindus,” Tim Husbands, CEO, Titanic Belfast.
www.titanicbelfast.com
www.telindus.co.uk
Tel: 01276 406100
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The Victoria and Albert Museum (V&A) takes to the digital stage
Linda Wakeman of Mag+
provides an insight into
the V&A’s moves towards
digital publishing and apps
and how they appeal to new
and existing audiences. A
video on the new iPad app is
available here: www.youtube.
com/watch?feature=player_
embedded&v=-IZIg1QBWMg.
The Victoria and Albert Museum (V&A) has been a favourite
UK attraction since 1852, when it was founded on the
principles of making works of art available to all, educating
working people and inspiring British designers and
manufacturers. The clarity of its purpose has ensured the
London Museum’s lasting popularity; with over 3 million
visitors flocking to see the V&A collections over the last year.

a V&A app would provide different content to appeal to a wide
audience of digital consumers that was different to — but would
also complement — a traditional newsletter or exhibition
Many of the museum’s artefacts have international
significance, spanning from pop culture and fashion to
architecture and sculpture. But while the V&A has always
offered something for everyone, advances in digital
technologies and ubiquitous, quality mobile devices have
now created new opportunities for museum curators to share
the collections. Like many in the museum industry, the V&A
has begun to construct its future as a multiplatform brand,
both extending the scope of content it can affordably make
available, and providing new ways for existing and new
audiences to engage.
Tasked with helping to realise this future, Malcolm
Sutherland joined the V&A in 2010, with a responsibility for
digital projects and apps.
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Strategy
When it comes to digital publishing, the V&A has to maintain
a delicate balance between its traditional audience who
prefer to see information in print and those who may consider
viewing content within an app.

ubiquitous, quality mobile devices have now created new
opportunities for museum curators to share their collections
It was seen that a V&A app would provide different content
to appeal to a wide audience of digital consumers that was
different to — but would also complement — a traditional
newsletter or exhibition experience.
Once this direction had been established, Sutherland was
able to discuss with Mag+ what the V&A was looking for from
the digital publishing platform Mag+.

Test first: The V&A calendar
In February 2012 the V&A released an exhibition calendar
app using Mag+. The format, although simple, proved that an
app could be at once a popular and cost-effective resource
for the Museum to produce. It also gave the opportunity
to gather user feedback, for instance the tap navigation
wasn’t something that was intuitive for the test groups, who
preferred simple scrolling. It also revealed that users wanted
more content available on tablets, hinting at a welcome
audience for future apps.
The calendar app is free and has been downloaded over
16,000 times to date — also storming into iTunes’ top 5 free
lifestyle apps for iPad.
The introduction of the calendar app actually helped
to solve an information architecture problem. It was also
successfully used internally within the museum, acting
as a useful reference for the exhibition schedules, events
and workshops. The daily tours, for example, are now
reformatted from the calendar app for display on the public
messaging screens.

Played in Britain: Modern Theatre in 100 Plays
For Sutherland and the team, curator Dr Kate Dorney and
designer Az Mohammad, attention then turned to developing
Played in Britain: Modern Theatre in 100 Plays. This tablet app
was designed to highlight the immensely rich, archive of
theatrical photos and materials within the V&A’s Theatre and
Performance department,.
The resulting app, released in December 2012, showcases
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also provided the V&A with an unobstructed way to really
show off the 600+ photos in the app. The photographs can be
enlarged, contextualised and viewed without borders.
With all this content, the size of the app was a challenge,
but Mag+’s support team was able to reduce the 2GB app by
over two thirds to 780MB.
The determination to make Played in Britain: Modern Theatre
in 100 Plays exceptional value and quality has resulted in a
hugely satisfying app for users. It retails at £7.99.

Impact on V&A
For the app to reach its full potential, the Mag+ team worked
closely with the V&A. Although outsourcing the process
entirely is now something that Mag+ offers as a separate
service, the V&A preferred to handle the process internally,
and the in-house team of three remained the same, with a
lead curator, strategist and designer.

Looking Forward

the wide variety and volume of content Mag+ can
incorporate into an app, with over 600 images, videos, audio,
original script extracts, essays, cast lists, first night reviews
and interviews. It also uses audio clips throughout and is
introduced and narrated by actor Simon Callow, a star of one
of the featured plays.
The photographs span productions from 1945 to 2010
and although five of the 100 plays were not actually made in
Britain, Britain heavily influenced their content or success. The
app also includes many images from the archive of Douglas H
Jeffery — who was a prolific theatre photographer between
1955 and 2008 — acquired recently by the museum, as well
as a number of other archived collections.
Mag+’s optional double text layer and borderless layouts
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In his introduction, Simon Callow praises the app as
“something that you can enjoy at your own pace, wherever
in the world you are”. This illustrates perfectly how apps can
benefit the V&A, opening up the museum’s archives to a
global audience.
The museum plans to further diversify its offering of
digital apps and having just updated its calendar app in
February 2013, is still experimenting and evolving new
content.
The V&A is the world’s leading museum of art and design
with collections unrivalled in their scope and diversity. It
was established to make works of art available to all and to
inspire British designers and manufacturers. Today, the V&A’s
collections, which span over 2000 years of human creativity
in virtually every medium and from many parts of the world,
continue to intrigue, inspire and inform. www.vam.ac.uk
Mag+ (www.magplus.com) is a complete digital-publishing
ecosystem comprising a plug-in for InDesign CS4-CS6, a
powerful web-based backend, and white-labelled reader apps
for iOS, Android and Kindle devices. It gives users the fastest,

simplest publishing platform to create content optimised for
touchscreen devices, without the need for programming skills.
From publishers to catalogue marketers, design agencies and
app developers, Mag+ is designed for anyone who wants to
bring beautiful, immersive content to the millions using the new
generation of digital devices.
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Dynamic data: a world of possibilities
OCLC’s fourth European
conference, which took place in
February in Strasbourg, focused
on data aggregations and the
opportunities they present
to libraries. Presenters from
OCLC and other organisations
demonstrated to the audience
of 300 information professionals
how to showcase library assets
with fascinating data mining
projects and innovative applications.

Image: all images in this feature Oclc © Philippe Stirnweiss

Mining our cultural past with Google Books
In the opening keynote, Jean-Baptiste Michel spoke about
his research at Harvard University. From a databank of
five million books published between 1500 and 2008 and
digitised by Google, he counted the number of occurrences
of every n-gram (a word or phrase) for each year. The data is
available at books.google.com/ngrams. Michel was keen to
emphasise the versatility of this data. Although the telephone
was invented in 1848, for instance, the dataset reveals that
several years elapsed before the word ‘telephone’ started to
appear in books. By 1895, when the radio was invented, that
time lag had reduced to two years. “We can take all kinds of
invention and ask how rapidly they penetrated the culture,”
said Michel. More broadly, he described it as “an instrument
to help prove or disprove historical debates”.

context of the user’s geolocation. One app even shows
images of buildings that previously stood on that site. The
database works with a similarity-based image search facility,
which extracts the characteristics of the picture — colours,
patterns and textures — and makes a match with the
surroundings of the mobile device.

Mining library metadata
The global authority database, VIAF, supported by OCLC,
offers the potential to go to a single source and find
everything known about a creator, even reaching into
OCLC’s WorldCat. With 290 million bibliographic records
and almost two billion library holding statements, WorldCat
is now a rich data mining source in its own right. OCLC’s
Roy Tennant showed how we can use this data to identify
the most widely-held works of a specific author in libraries
around the world, giving a sense of the cultural influence and
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its geographic distribution of the creator. OCLC has inserted
links to VIAF records into more than 200,000 Wikipedia pages,
a great example of what Tennant referred to as the move
“from cataloguing to catalinking”: rather than create our own
content, we pull data in from authoritative sources on the
web and process it.

Becoming an integral part of the web
Titia van der Werf from OCLC Research highlighted problems
in data aggregations. “Developments are moving so fast
that libraries are having serious problems keeping up,” she
said. “We are still developing our data harvesting methods,
workflows, data harmonising and enriching processes.
Meanwhile developments in the web have overtaken us.”
She pointed out that the Europeana data aggregation
has data quality issues, which OCLC has been helping to
resolve. “The digital collections are itemised at the level of
individual scans, so for a 200 page monograph there are

Keynote speaker Jean-Baptiste Michel of Harvard and Google
researches use of big data to help us better understand the world

Mobilising libraries’ historical materials
Bavaria State Library has developed location-sensitive mobile
apps that expose historical resources held in a database
of 73,000 digitised manuscripts with more than 9.5 million
pages and 2.5 million embedded images. Klaus Ceynowa,
director of the library, and his team used augmented reality
browsers Layar, Wikitude and Junaio to display in-depth
information about 2500 places of historical interest in the
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200 corresponding metadata records. They are not linked
to each other so the clustering effort actually goes into
reconstructing books,” she said. She contrasted that with
Google and Wikipedia. “They are more like learning systems,”
she said, “changing their data architecture continuously but
not dramatically, and improving the data bit by bit, relying on
crowdsourcing.”
A number of speakers urged libraries to become an integral
part of the web, and to stop copying information around in
standalone systems. Markus Geipel from the German National
Library concurred. “In the library world, we have a lot of
information and authority data but there are missing links
and pathways,” he said, “such as difficulties getting from the
authority record back to all the books connected to it.”

Libraries and Linked Data
Geipel’s Linked Data project, Culturegraph, acts as a set
of signposts within library data. It draws on 120 million
metadata records from German and Austrian libraries.
The project has assigned URLs to each record as unique
identifiers. Geipel and his team have also enriched data with
scanned tables of content and subject headings. “You can
first of all identify the most popular subject headings,” he
said, “and then find out their statistical dependence – how
often do Goethe and Nietzsche appear together? If they occur
together more than we expected, the topics must be related.”
Richard Wallis took the audience through OCLC’s work
with Linked Data. He told the audience that the Dewey
classification system and all 290 million WorldCat resources
now have linked data embedded in them. He went on to
explain the rudiments of Linked Data. “With any linked data
you start with an identifier, a URL,” he said, “which uniquely
identifies that resource across all datasets. Anyone can
interrogate that identifier, and the first thing they’ll ask is
what kind of resource is it?”
The identifier might denote, drawing on the Schema.org
standard vocabulary used by OCLC, that it is a book, and
point to a Schema.org webpage which describes what a
book is. To find out what the book is about, users can follow
links into the Dewey system or Library of Congress subject
headings. “You’re using the whole of the web to describe the
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resources,” said Wallis.
Information architect Silver Oliver took the audience
through the BBC’s journey to its early adoption of Linked
Data: “The real starting point for the BBC was a project which
generated a URL for every programme broadcast. People
started to realise that they could point to them, talk about
them, share them and link to them from inside and outside
the organisation.”
BBC teams would start a new project by identifying the
elements that would interest people most. “So it’s like
working out the taxonomy before you start worrying about
the content. And then the next thing to work out is where to
get the data from. Authority sources within the organisation
are probably in spreadsheets and databases somewhere, and
we draw those together and fill the gaps.” BBC teams also go
out to authoritative sources on the web, such as Geonames,
used for venue data, when the BBC successfully represented

the 2012 Olympic Games on a Linked Data platform.

Libraries on the frontline of the data revolution
The conference sounded positive notes in terms of the
value libraries can bring. “Libraries and text repositories are
at the frontline of a real revolution in the social sciences
and humanities, which changes the way we approach
questions about the human experience,” Jean-Baptiste
Michel proclaimed. Bavaria State Library’s Klaus Ceynowa
was also optimistic: “Content is king, and we as librarians
have the content.” However, widespread collaboration is
absolutely essential, Roy Tennant argued: “We’re moving into
a whole new world now; we have the tools to do widespread
collaboration well, but we also have the imperative to do it
well.”
www.oclc.org
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Google Glass is an Android-based augmented reality headmounted display (HMD) from Google expected to go on
limited release in 2014. The glasses display information in
smartphone-like format hands-free and allow users to surf
the web via natural language voice commands. Aesthetically,
they have a minimalist appearance consisting mostly of an
aluminium strip with two nose pads.
The glasses can be classified as a wearable computing
device as it is primarily a smart pair of glasses with an
integrated heads-up display and a power source hidden
inside the frame. One can also scroll and click on information
by head tilting due to the motion sensing capabilities. There
is also the ability to use voice both as input and output.
There is no pricing released yet but we know that the early
Explorer editions cost $1,500. Glass works in conjunction with
Bluetooth-capable phones, but to use GPS and SMS through
Glass requires the MyGlass companion app which requires
Android 4.0.3+.
The display has a resolution that is the equivalent of a 25
inch high-definition screen from eight feet away. The camera
is 5 megapixels and is capable of recording 720p video.
Photos and videos get uploaded by default to Google+. There
is 16GB on-board Flash storage synced with Google cloud
storage and the device should be capable of lasting for a full
day in typical usage scenarios.
A neat feature is that audio is heard using a bone
conduction transducer, which transmits sound from Glass
to the inner ear through the bones of the wearer’s skull.
There are adjustable nose pads and durable frame to fit
any face along with extra nose pads in two sizes. It comes
with a micro USB cable and charger. There is a choice of five
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Google Glass: coming to a stalker near you...

colours available.
Google is also working on versions which can include
prescription glasses. Google has blocked all advertising on
Glass. An obvious avenue for promotion would be locationaware apps. It is worth noting that, for now, the only way
to interact with Glass is through the cloud. In other word,
you can only create web-based apps — not apps that can
run directly on the hardware. This, I guess, allows Google to
tightly control the user experience. It also perhaps ensures
battery life is not ruined by rogue apps.
Google glasses do have other smart glass competitors. In
general, smart glasses are wearable computing devices —
primarily a smart pair of glasses with an integrated heads-up
display and a power source hidden inside the frame. Smart
glasses will allow us to search the internet and display the
results directly in front of our eyes, from maps of where we

need to go to our latest stocks.
Smart glasses have the potential to be one of the most
invasive technologies ever created. The ability to record
video and images without the knowledge or permission of
those within view will lead to much debate. Already, some
bars, strip joints, restaurants among others have announced
they are banning the wearing on smart glasses in their
establishments. Much will come down to people’s personal
preference. Some will not find them intruding on their privacy
whilst others will always have their guard up when faced with
a Glass user. Apparently a new term ‘glasshole’ has arisen for
someone who is a ‘jerk’ and wearing smart glasses!
www.google.com/glass/start/
https://plus.google.com/+projectglass/posts
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A new form of augmented reality

Image: © Google. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.nianticproject.ingress

If you think about it, there has not been a breakthrough
‘augmented reality product’ as promised in all the technology
predictions made through the years. Perhaps that could
change as geeks add an extra layer to our life enabling us

to experience and share our thoughts and visuals in various
ways. Google are about to release a massively multiplayer
online game that uses the real world as its map. The project,
internally named Nemesis, has been tested by Google
employees over the last six months. This large-scale project
has been hinted at online in a number of cryptic messages.
In a nutshell, players can attack and defend virtual control
points at landmarks but they have to actually be there. Not
exactly armchair gaming then....
The game called Ingress is freely available for Android
devices and integrates with the physical world to run in
real-time. It has a sophisticated back-story with supporting
website and online community actively encouraging people
to participate in the fictional project. The site contains notes
and clues pinned to a pegboard, as well as shareable content
on Facebook, Google+ and Twitter.
The back-story is that scientists have released a mysterious
energy into the world by accident. This energy is gathering in
real-world locations which are described as portals. A building
or landmark nearby could be a portal, and they are under
the control of one of the game’s two sides. Players within 40
meters of the physical structures can interact with the image
on the phone.
Players in less well-covered areas can suggest that
interesting landmarks close to them should become new
game portals by taking geotagged photos. The phone
basically acts as a GPS device and a controller. Players can
hack portals or protect them among other actions. Much of
this has not yet been revealed so it is difficult to predict the
success of such an ambitious project.
Google are not creating such a project out of philanthropy
but hope to test whether the game can lead traffic into realworld stores, as well as online.
Google plans to make real-world game tools used in this
project available as a platform for developers to create their
own. It really remains to be seen what the chances of being
a hit are. All we can say is that with Google behind it — it has
every chance.

Smartphones which last for a month
without recharging
One of the great things about the Kindle eBook reader is the
long battery life. Generally, one can expect up to 30 days
between charges. The reason for such long life is due to the
electronic paper display (EPD) which only draws power when
refreshing the page. This is in contrast to, say, a standard
tablet or laptop which requires power at all times to display
the pixels which make up the desktop or images on screen.
Electronic paper displays also have other desirable
properties such as reflecting light like ordinary paper which
can make it more comfortable
to read, and providing
the surface with a wider
viewing angle as opposed to
conventional displays.
E-paper displays can also
be read in direct sunlight
without the image fading.
Flexible electronic paper
uses plastic substrates and
plastic electronics for the
display backplane. There is ongoing competition among
manufacturers to provide full-colour ability.
Until now, there has never been a smartphone which
has incorporated electronic paper display technology. The
YotaPhone is the first dual-screen phone with a full-colour
liquid crystal display (LCD) on one side and an electronic
paper display on the other side, therefore is a mini-revolution.
www.yotaphone.com
Coming later in 2013...

Kevin Curran is
Senior Lecturer in Computer Science,
University of Ulster

Ingress is currently in closed beta but you can sign up for an
invitation on the official site www.Ingress.com
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coming soon...
August: focus on data security,
data management, SaaS
November: focus on elearning

Your articles, photographs, reviews, thoughts and suggestions for the journal are always welcome,
just contact Catherine Dhanjal on catherine.dhanjal@theansweruk.com or call +44 (0)800 998 7990.
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